
THE ROLE OF MARKETING RESEARCH AND

Market research plays a crucial role in the overall success of a business and is a known fact. Unfortunately, many of the
organizations realize.

These are the number of samples to be compared, whether the samples being compared are independent of one
another and the level of data measurement. In the new millennium, as the Internet continued to develop and
websites became more interactive, data collection and analysis became more commonplace for those
marketing research firms whose clients had a web presence. Step 7: Analysis of data The word 'analysis' has
two component parts, the prefix 'ana' meaning 'above' and the Greek root 'lysis' meaning 'to break up or
dissolve'. Second, the focus would have been non-coffee drinking habits rather than coffee drinking habits. A
reporting period The researcher must also know from the outset of the study the points in time when interim
reports are required, if any, and the deadline for the final report. Once the marketing researcher knows how
many samples are to be compared, whether these samples are related or unrelated to one another and the level
of measurement then the selection of the appropriate statistical test is easily made. The answer should lie in a
document called the research brief. In many instances the researcher has to take the initiative. Related
Articles:. For instance a person that comes from a family whose father bought only Ford products may have
the belief that nothing compares to a Ford. The company could then have put a marketing plan together and
conducted a follow-up study to test their propositions out on the marketplace. This, in my humble opinion, is
what the new standard in research excellence is all about. Structure Of The Chapter This chapter begins by
explaining the limitations of marketing research in so much that it serves to reduce rather than remove the
risks attendant to decision making. The research analyst responsibilities include checking all data for accuracy,
comparing and contrasting new research with established norms, and analyzing primary and secondary data
for the purpose of market forecasting. Basic Cultural and Market intelligence information will be needed to
maximize the research effectiveness. Marketing research is charged with helping to reduce such uncertainties,
" Mobile devices such as Smart Phones are the best example of an emerging platform that enables businesses
to connect with their customers throughout the entire buying process. Locating new opportunities for business
Market research goes much beyond understanding and learning about the trends in the market or changes in
consumer behavior. With the proliferation of software , many firms now have the capability to analyze their
own data, but, data analysis firms are still in demand. Intuitively a successful product would be predicted,
launched with hardly any need for marketing research when the new mill had such obvious advantages over
existing products. The market potential for any new brand is a function of at least 4 things, as shown in Figure
1. I love consulting with them on their business and research needs. Managers make numerous strategic and
tactical decisions in the process of identifying and satisfying customer needs. Personal Influence A consumer
is often influenced into purchasing something by an opinion leader who they put their trust in or simply
because someone else through word of mouth gives positive feedback about a product or service they have
used. A successful manufacturer is one who brings about an optimal adjustment of controllable and
uncontrollable factors. The second observation, that marketing research does not guarantee success, is simply
a recognition of the environment within which marketing takes place. In , Arthur Nielsen founded market
research company, A C Nielsen and over next decade pioneered the measurement of radio audiences.


